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Abstract
To evaluate the impact of transport of metastable, vibrationally excited states
of the hydrogen molecule in dense and cold plasmas each vibrational state
must be simulated as an individual species. Eirene neutral gas simulations
of a one-dimensional flux-tube using a metastable-resolved model indicate
a 30–50% decrease in the effective dissociation rate compared to simulations using a metastable-unresolved setup, which consider a single molecular
species. Zero-dimensional Eirene simulations omitting transport effects predict
a 25–65% decrease in the effective dissociation rate due to differences between
the metastable-unresolved AMJUEL and the metastable-resolved H2VIBR rates
available in Eirene. The exclusion of molecular hydrogen depletion via electronically excited states and vibrational transitions v → v ± N, N > 1 from the
metastable-resolved rates reduce the effective dissociation rate. By accounting
for the difference caused by the different collisional-radiative treatment of the
metastable-resolved rates compared to the metastable-unresolved rates, transport effects are expected to be relevant under detached divertor conditions. It is,
however, not possible to individually assess the role of the collisional-radiative
processes and transport on the effective dissociation rate using the currently available atomic and molecular rates for the metastable-resolved and
metastable-unresolved Eirene setups.
KEYWORDS
collisional-radiative model, Eirene, hydrogen molecules, vibrational states

1

I N T RO DU CT ION

Numerical fusion boundary plasma simulations rely on kinetic neutral particle codes to evaluate neutral gas transport and plasma sinks and sources resulting from neutral processes. The Eirene code[1] is a well-established kinetic
neutral code used in scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma code packages such as SOLPS-ITER,[2,3] EMC3-EIRENE,[4] and
EDGE2D-EIRENE.[5,6] Eirene evaluates the transport and reactions of the neutral species using atomic and molecular
(A&M) data by applying Monte Carlo methods, calculating macroscopic plasma parameters such as particle, momentum, and energy sinks and sources and the resulting densities for the neutrals.[1] The role of molecular effects is expected
to be especially important in carbon devices, as a majority of the target fluxes are recycled as molecules[7] but the role
of molecules may be smaller in metallic devices.[8] However, due to high target fluxes and divertor densities predicted
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in metallic next-step devices, such as ITER, the role of plasma-neutral friction, and molecular-assisted production of
excited atoms may be significant.
This work evaluates the impact of simulating transport of vibrational states in Eirene for pure hydrogen plasmas on
the molecular (H2 ) sinks and transport in simplified zero- and one-dimensional geometries. Eirene commonly simulates
H, H2 , H− , and H+2 as single species and does not explicitly evaluate transport of the 15 vibrational states of electronic
ground-state H2 . This “metastable-unresolved” setup (e.g., ADAS[9] terminology), does not individually evaluate the
transport of vibrational states, which may result in non-local effects impacting the quasi-steady-state vibrational distribution of the molecules. Many H2 reaction rates increase strongly with increasing vibrational level of the ground state
molecule: thus, deviations of the local H2 vibrational distribution from a quasi-steady-state collisional-radiative (CR)
equilibrium vibrational distribution (Peq (v)) impacts the effective molecular sinks and sources. Consequently, deviations
from the Peq (v) will affect both the production of H+2 and H− , which are the reactants in molecular-assisted processes, and
spectroscopic analysis that use the vibrational temperature, that is derived assuming a Peq (v).[10]
One of the first metastable-resolved Eirene setups, which considers transport for each of the H2 vibrational states, predicted an attached plasma solution, whereas a metastable-unresolved setup predicted a detached plasma solution for the
same upstream density.[11] Previous work has shown that transport of vibrationally excited states should be considered[12]
and such non-local effects were assumed to cause this re-attachment of the plasma solution when changing from the
metastable-unresolved to the metastable-resolved simulations. This work shows that non-local effects are partly responsible for the observed behaviour, but that scarcity of the underlying A&M data available for the metastable-resolved
Eirene setup also contribute to the re-attachment observed in ref. [11]. In addition, this work highlights that the role
of the two effects cannot presently be individually evaluated using Eirene due to code legacy. Finally, an overview and
assessment of the currently available A&M data for the metastable-resolved and metastable-unresolved Eirene setups are
presented, potential shortcomings of these two frequently used Eirene setups are identified, and future improvements
are recommended.

2
2.1

M O L EC U LAR MODE L S ET UP
The Eirene model

This work evaluates two molecular setups in the kinetic neutral code Eirene: one metastable-resolved and one
metastable-unresolved. The metastable-unresolved Eirene setup simulates the transport and reaction chains of a single
H2 species, assuming the metastable states to be at local vibrational quasi-steady-state equilibrium Peq (v) with the molecular ground state. The metastable-resolved Eirene setup individually considers transport and reaction chains for each of
the 15 vibrational H2 species. Both setups consider the same molecular reaction chains into H atoms and H+ ions via
the charged test species H+2 and H− . The setups use a quasi-steady-state approximation for the charged test species and
include the same reactions involving H+2 and H− . Thus, molecular-assisted recombination, dissociation, and ionization
are considered by both setups and any differences in the effective molecular-assisted rates are attributed to differences
in the production of H+2 and H− . The Eirene simulations consider elastic scattering of H2 and H with the background
plasma, which is not evolved during the simulations. Neither of the Eirene setups include neutral-neutral interactions.
As a result, the transport of molecules is independent of the atomic populations and vice versa. The electron temperatures are assumed sufficiently high and the molecular densities sufficiently low at divertor-relevant conditions to omit
recombination of atoms and ions into molecules. Consequently, the molecular species are independent of the atomic
populations. Subsequently, the recombination into atoms is omitted and the ionization rate of the atoms is artificially
increased so that the atoms ionize upon creation. Consequently, computational resources are not spent on evaluating the
atomic populations, which do not interact with the molecules analysed in this work.
The Eirene metastable-unresolved setup considers the H2 depletion rates given in Table 1. The local molecular sinks
are calculated using effective rates for the H2 depletion processes as given in the AMJUEL database.[13] The CR model
used to calculate the effective AMJUEL rates and the processes considered for each of the reaction types is explained
below.
The CR model used to derive the AMJUEL rates, based on the CR model by Sawada and Fuijimoto,[14] was developed as an internal tool for producing A&M data for Eirene, but maintenance of the code has recently been discontinued.
The CR model is capable of considering a large number of species, reactions, and transitions without making any
assumptions regarding the plasma parameters. At Eirene’s conceptualization, technical limitations necessitated the use
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T A B L E 1 Reactions included in the metastable-unresolved and metastable-resolved Eirene setups, respectively
Reaction name

Reaction

Metastable-unresolved

Metastable-resolved

Neutral dissociation (ND)

e− + H2 → e− + 2H

H.4 2.2.5g

H.2 2.vl1a

Ion conversion (IC)

p+ + H2 → H + H+2

H.2 3.2.3

H.2 2.vl2a

Dissociative electron attachment (DEA)

e− + H2 → H + H−

H.2 2.2.17

H.2 2.vl3a

Electron impact ionization (EI)

e− + H2 → e− + H+2 + e−

H.4 2.2.9

H.2 2.vl4a

Dissociative ionization (DI)

e− + H2 → e− + H + H+ + e−

H.4 2.2.10

H.4 2.2.10

Note: The reaction prefixes define whether electronic transitions are considered (H.4) or not (H.2) and “v” refers to the vibrational state. Both models
consider elastic scattering with the plasma ions and the metastable-resolved model considers the ladder-like vibrational transitions given in H2VIBR.
a
All reaction rate coefficients are taken from the AMJUEL database, except for those marked by “a”, which are taken from the H2VIBR database.

of pre-computed fits and tabulated data, which necessitate a reduction in dimensionality to depend on one or two parameters, for communication between Eirene and the CR code. Consequently, ion-electron equilibration (Te = Ti ) and an
effective charge of unity (ne = ni ) are assumed in the AMJUEL database, which consists of reaction cross-sections and
rate coefficient fits.
The available AMJUEL molecular reaction rate coefficients calculated by the CR model are divided into H.2, H.3,
and H.4-type fits depending on the CR processes considered. The H.2 fits are dependent on the assumed common
ion-electron temperature T only and do not consider electronic transitions or the target particle velocity in case of
proton-impact reactions. The H.3 fits are used for heavy-particle reactions only, such as proton-impact reactions, and
are functions of the reactant energy and plasma temperature, (VH2 , T), where VH2 is the individual H2 velocity. The
H.4 fits consider electronic transitions and are dependent on both electron density ne and plasma temperature, (ne , T).
The ne -dependence is due to the collisional electron excitation processes having an explicit dependence on the electron density, while the depopulating radiative decay is density-independent. The CR model considers transitions out of
the electronic ground state of H2 and multi-step electronic transitions resulting in the reaction products, but does not
consider radiative decay back into the electronic ground state of H2 . Thus, any molecule that is electronically excited
is eventually dissociated, resulting in an increased H2 depletion rate. In AMJUEL, molecular reactions involving protons can either include electronic transitions, assuming the molecules to be at rest (H.4), omit electronic transitions
and consider the energy of the molecules (H.3), or neither but not both. Herein the electron temperature and densities are used to represent the common electron-ion temperature and density assumed in the CR model. The CR
models are zero-dimensional and do not explicitly consider transport of the condensed species. Thus, the resulting effective AMJUEL rates derived using the CR model assume local equilibrium, considering the reactions specified in the
CR model.
The metastable-unresolved setup considers effective ion conversion (IC) and dissociative electron attachment (DEA)
rates that do not include electronic transitions, as indicated by the H.2 prefix (Table 1). The IC rates assume the individual
molecules to be at rest (EH2 = 0.1 eV) and are, thus, independent of VH2 . The CR model calculates the effective IC and DEA
rates considering all possible collisional vibrational transitions, assuming H2 to be at the local vibrational equilibrium
distribution Peq (v). The neutral dissociation (ND), electron impact ionization (EI), and dissociative ionization (DI) rates
are calculated by the CR model considering electronic transitions, as indicated by the H.4 prefix (Table 1). The EI and
DI vibrational rates are derived assuming the molecules to be in their vibrational ground state, whereas the ND rates
consider all possible collisional vibrational transitions, thus, assuming H2 to be at Peq (v). As the different rates consider
different processes impacting the vibrational distribution, or assume the molecules to be in their ground state, the implicit
vibrational distribution of the sole molecular species in the metastable-unresolved setup will have an effective vibrational
distribution different from the local equilibrium vibrational distribution Peq (v).
The metastable-resolved Eirene setup individually considers transport and evaluates the sinks for each of the 15 vibrational H2 vibrational species, considering the depletion processes in Table 1. The vibrationally dependent ND, IC, DEA,
and EI reaction rates used by the metastable-resolved Eirene setup are given in the H2VIBR database.[15] Each of the
vibrationally resolved rates are taken as H.2 reaction rates of the molecular ground state without coupling to the electronically excited states. The vibrationally resolved reaction rates are derived by scaling the ground state rates as given in the
HYDHEL database[16] according to the potential energy of the vibrational state as presented in ref.[17] The H2VIBR IC
rates are derived assuming the individual molecules to be at rest (EH2 = 0.1 eV). Vibrationally dependent DI rates are not
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available in H2VIBR so the effective AMJUEL rates are used. The H2VIBR rates considers ladder-like vibrational transi(
)
tions (e− + H2 (v) → e− + H2 v′ = v ± 1 ) only. Thus, the metastable-resolved setup used does not consider H2 depletion
via electronically excited states or off-diagonal (v → v ± N, N > 1) vibrational transitions.
This work considers hydrogen plasmas as the AMJUEL and H2VIBR rates are given for hydrogen. The appropriate
scalings of the hydrogen rates to account for isotopologue (D2 , T2 ) effects have not yet been established: DEA has been
shown to be dependent on the isotopologue[18] whereas the ND rate does not display an isotopologue effect.[19] Thus, the
H2 rates available in AMJUEL and H2VIBR cannot be directly scaled to account for isotopologue effects. Further work is
required to establish the appropriate reactions and rates to be considered for heavier isotopologues and they have, thus,
been omitted from this work.

2.2

The Yacora collisional-radiative model

As the CR model used to derive the AMJUEL rates is no longer maintained, this work uses the continuously maintained
and developed solver Yacora[20] to evaluate CR effects. Yacora is a flexible, modern solver for sets of coupled ordinary differential equations, such as CR systems, capable of evaluating non-linear and time-dependent processes. Yacora uses a
comprehensive, up-to-date set of A&M data[21] and can also solve systems of equations using user-defined rate data. Here,
Yacora is used to calculate the transport-free vibrational equilibrium distribution Peq (v) using two sets of rates: (a) the
“standard” Yacora A&M data (standard Yacora) as given in ref. [21] and (b) the metastable-resolved H2 depletion rates in
H2VIBR as listed in Table 1 (H2VIBR-Yacora). The standard Yacora data considers electronically excited states, including
vibrationally resolved radiative decay into the molecular ground state resulting in vibrational re-distribution via electronically excited states, and off-diagonal vibrational transitions. The latter H2VIBR-Yacora setup only considers ladder-like
vibrational transitions and uses user-supplied metastable-resolved rates. The rates are supplied to Yacora as tabulated
data as a function of temperature and density, with 500 data points for the common ion-electron temperature distributed
{
}
logarithmically in the interval 0.01 eV < T e < 500 eV for plasma densities n ∈ 1 × 1019 m−3 , 1 × 1020 m−3 , 1 × 1021 m−3 .

3
3.1

R E S U LTS
Verification of Eirene transport-free simulations using Yacora

To compare the Eirene metastable-resolved Peq (v) predictions against Yacora, the reaction rates need to be common
between the codes. This is realized using the H2VIBR-Yacora model with user-supplied metastable-resolved rates. As
Yacora performs zero-dimensional calculations, transport effects must be omitted from the Eirene simulations. This
was achieved by evaluating a Cartesian cell with reflective boundaries and prescribed, common ion-electron temperature and density. The temperature was varied to retain parameter scans in temperature for the densities n ∈
{
}
1 × 1019 m−3 , 1 × 1020 m−3 , 1 × 1021 m−3 . The cell is supplied by a central 1A source of electronic and vibrational ground
state molecules and the Eirene simulations were performed using 5 × 105 histories and 160 s CPU runtime.
The Eirene and Yacora predictions are within 10% with largest discrepancy for T e = 10 eV (Figure 1). As
Te decreases towards 1 eV, the impact of molecular processes is expected to be negligible since the volumetric
recombination rate increases strongly, resulting in recombination-dominated plasmas where atomic processes dominate. For temperatures in excess of 5 eV, the dissociation and ionization rates increase strongly, resulting in low
H and H2 densities and an ionization-dominated plasma. Thus, this work focuses on the temperature range in
the interval 1–5 eV, where molecular effects are expected to be significant. For temperatures in excess to 5 eV,
the H2 depletion rates are high, and increase with the vibrational quantum number v, resulting in weakly populated v ≳ 4 vibrational states and poor statistics, explaining the discrepancy between the codes at Te = 10 eV.
The vibrational distributions show a negligible dependence on density as only the DI rates are dependent on
density and the density dependence of the DI rates have a negligible impact on the equilibrium vibrational
distribution.
The agreement between the metastable-resolved and metastable-unresolved setup cannot be assessed by comparing the vibrational distributions of the setups since the H2 vibrational distribution is not explicitly available from the
metastable-unresolved Eirene simulations. Instead, the agreement is assessed by comparing the effective dissociation
rates predicted by the simulations. The effective dissociation rate (⟨𝜎v⟩eff
(Te , ne )) can be solved from the effective
diss
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Vibrational population of H2 relative to the H2 ground state for plasma density n = 1 × 1020 m−3 predicted by the
metastable-resolved Eirene setup (×) and the H2VIBR-Yacora model (−)

FIGURE 1

eff
dissociation sink Sdiss
calculated by the metastable-unresolved Eirene simulations:
eff
Sdiss

V

=

∑
ne nH2 ⟨𝜎v⟩rdiss (Te , ne ) = ne nH2 ⟨𝜎v⟩eff
, n → ⟨𝜎v⟩eff
,n =
diss (Te e )
diss (Te e )
r

eff
Sdiss

Vne nH2

.

(1)

eff
is the effective dissociation sink in s−1 , V the domain volume, ne and nH2 refer to the electron and H2 densities,
Here Sdiss
respectively, and ⟨𝜎v⟩rdiss (Te , ne ) is the reaction rate coefficient for the H2 depletion process r.
For the metastable-resolved simulations, the dissociation sink is calculated for each vibrational state v, necessitating
a generalization of Equation (1):
v
Sdiss

V
→

⟨𝜎v⟩eff
diss

∑
v,r
= ne nH2 (v) ⟨𝜎v⟩diss
(Te , ne )

(Te , ne ) =

r

∑
v

∑ v
v,eff
nH2 (v) ⟨𝜎v⟩diss
(Te , ne )
v Sdiss
=
,
∑
∑
Vne v nH2 (v)
v nH2 (v)

(2)

v,r
v
where Sdiss
and ⟨𝜎v⟩diss
(Te , ne ) are the dissociation sink in s−1 and the reaction rate coefficient for the H2 depletion process
r, respectively, for vibrational state v.
The metastable-resolved Eirene setup systematically yields dissociation rates 25% lower than the
metastable-unresolved Eirene setup, which increases to 65% for Te = 1 eV for plasma density n = 1 × 1020 m−3 (Figure 2).
By progressively matching the rates between the metastable-resolved and metastable-unresolved setups, the impact of
the different rates can be resolved.
Using AMJUEL rate H.4 2.2.9 as the EI rate in the metastable-resolved setup improves the agreement between the
setups for all Te > 2 eV, removing most of the systematic difference for Te > 8 eV (Figure 2, red line). AMJUEL rate H.4
2.2.9 assumes the molecules to be in their ground vibrational state and considers electronic transitions, indicating the
role of vibrational excitation and electronic transitions on the EI channel to be significant for plasma temperatures in
excess of 6 eV. Using the H2 vibrational ground state ND rate H2VIBR H.2 2.0l1 for all molecular species in both setups
further improves the agreement for Te > 1.5 eV (Figure 2, blue line). Thus, multi-step ND via electronically excited states
and off-diagonal vibrational transitions v → v ± N, N > 1, considered by AMJUEL rate H.4 2.2.5g but not by H2VIBR rate
H.2 2.0l1, are significant in the plasma temperature interval 1.5 eV < Te < 10 eV. Using AMJUEL rate H.2 3.2.3 for IC
in the metastable-resolved setup further improves the agreement between the setups for Te < 4 eV (Figure 2, cyan line),
indicating that the off-diagonal vibrational transitions are significant for the IC reaction when Te < 4 eV. The remaining
difference between the metastable-resolved and unresolved effective dissociation rates for Te < 1.5 eV (Figure 2, cyan line)
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F I G U R E 2 Ratio of the effective dissociation rates for the metastable-resolved Eirene setup to that of the metastable-unresolved Eirene
setup as a function of plasma temperature shown for plasma density n = 1 × 1020 m−3 . The different lines show the effects of progressively
matching the different rates, for example, for the red line both the metastable-resolved and metastable-unresolved Eirene simulations use
AMJUEL rate 2.2.9 for electron impact ionization, and for the cyan line only the dissociative electron attachment rates differ between the
setups

Vibrational population densities relative to the ground state for plasma density n = 1 × 1020 m−3 predicted by the standard
Yacora model superimposed on the corresponding H2VIBR-Yacora predictions

FIGURE 3

is due to differences in the DEA rates used by the setups. The metastable-unresolved setup uses AMJUEL rate H.2 2.2.17
for DEA that considers off-diagonal vibrational transitions that the metastable-resolved H2VIBR rates do not consider,
which affect the DEA rates when Te < 1.5 eV.
The effective rates were evaluated in the temperature range Te = 0.75 − 15 eV, which includes the interval 1 eV <
Te < 5 eV where the impact of molecular effects is assumed to be the largest. For higher temperatures, the plasmas
are ionization-dominated, and the molecular densities are expected to be negligible. For Te < 1 eV, the plasmas are
recombination-dominated, and atomic effects are dominant. In addition, the rate coefficient fits are only applicable for
Te > 0.5 eV and all rates decrease exponentially for Te < 1 eV, resulting in long computational times and zero-divisors
when comparing the rates for Te < 0.75 eV.
Standard Yacora simulations, using the full set of Yacora A&M data, predicts a H2 vibrational distribution
shifted to higher vibrational quantum number compared to the H2VIBR-Yacora simulations (Figure 3). This shift
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is caused by different reaction rates used by the codes and inclusion of additional CR processes in Yacora compared to the metastable-resolved Eirene setup. These processes include H2 depletion via excited electronic states,
off-diagonal vibrational transitions, and vibrational re-distribution via electronically excited states. The role of vibrational re-distribution via electronic states is negligible for Te ≤ 5 eV, but likely contributes to the shift of the vibrational
distribution to higher vibrational quantum number observed for Te ≥ 5 eV[22,23] (Figure 3). As the reaction rates of
most H2 depletion processes increase strongly with the vibrational quantum number, the observed shift of the vibrational distribution compared to the metastable-resolved vibrational distribution may explain the observed decrease
in effective dissociation rate of the metastable-resolved Eirene setup compared to the metastable-unresolved setup.
However, further work is required to assess the impact of each of the aforementioned processes on the effective
reaction rate.
The metastable-resolved Eirene setup cannot capture two potentially significant CR effects that are considered by the
AMJUEL effective rates used in the metastable-unresolved setup: H2 depletion via electronic excitation and off-diagonal
vibrational transitions. Neither the metastable-resolved nor metastable-unresolved Eirene setups consider vibrational
re-distribution via electronically excited states: however, the effect of this process is expected to be negligible under conditions when molecular processes are expected to be relevant, Te < 5 eV. The decrease in effective dissociation rate for the
metastable-resolved setup compared to the metastable-unresolved setup is attributed to the omitted CR processes, which
affects the local vibrational equilibrium and, subsequently, the effective dissociation rate.

3.2

The role of non-local transport phenomenon

Transport of vibrationally excited states may result in non-local effects, which are not considered by CR models. If the
Peq
) exceeds the spatial discretization of the numerical domain, the metastable,
vibrational equilibration mean-free path (𝜆mfp
vibrational species are transported out of the cell that is analysed before achieving Peq (v). Subsequently, the vibrational
molecular distribution will be shifted towards the distribution of the molecular source, such as the initial vibrational state
of the molecules that are recycled at the wall.
Metastable-resolved Eirene simulations are performed for a simplified, Cartesian geometry that does not consider
Peq
recycling at the boundaries to approximate 𝜆mfp
. The numerical domain consists of a single cell with dimensions L × L
and a third dimension that is defined so that its volume is maintained constant independent of L. The cell is surrounded
by eight “guard” cells to capture the effects of molecular back-scattering from the neighbouring cells. Any fluxes that
reach the domain boundary beyond the cells are removed. The central cell is prescribed a central 1 A vibrational ground
state molecular source. The domain is assigned a constant plasma temperature and density: the temperature is varied
{
}
in the interval 0.5 eV < T e < 15 eV for n ∈ 1 × 1019 m−3 , 1 × 1020 m−3 , 1 × 1021 m−3 . Parameter scans are performed for
side lengths L ∈ {0.5 cm, 1 cm, 5 cm, 20 cm} and compared to the equilibrium vibrational distribution Peq (v) to obtain an
P

eq
approximation for 𝜆mfp
. When Peq (v) is obtained by the metastable-resolved Eirene simulations, half the cell side length

P

eq
L∕2 is considered to be in excess of 𝜆mfp
. Here, the fraction of molecules in their ground vibrational state is taken to be
representative of Peq (v).
The vibrational equilibration mean-free path is found to be ≫ 10 cm, ∼ 10 cm, and ∼ 2.5 cm for plasma background
densities of 1 × 1019 m−3 , 1 × 1020 m−3 , and 1 × 1021 m−3 , respectively (Figure 4). Fine grids are necessary close to the
target to resolve the temperature and density gradients and to reduce the discretization error. Thus, plasmas with densities
below n = 1 × 1021 m−3 are not expected to be vibrationally equilibrated close to the divertor targets. As plasma densities,
even under detachment, typically are not expected to significantly exceed n = 1 × 1021 m−3 , transport of vibrational states
is expected to impact the vibrational distribution and the effective molecular dissociation sink.
Eirene simulations of pure hydrogen plasmas are performed on a 300 cm × 1 cm one-dimensional flux-tube to assess
the impact of non-local transport effects. The 112 × 1 cell plasma grid and background plasmas are generated by the
multi-fluid plasma code UEDGE[24] for ion and electron upstream volumetric power sources of 4 and 9 kW, respectively.
The ion-electron power distribution is determined by matching the upstream temperature ratios of two-dimensional,
sheath-limited plasma simulations. A variable upstream particle source supplies the plasma particles, and the resulting
upstream density is taken as the independent parameter. The target temperature and density predictions are presented in
Figure 5. The simulations were performed for Btot = 5 T and B𝜃 = 0.3 T with reflecting radial and upstream boundary conditions. The Eirene simulations assume 1% pumping of atoms and molecules at the target and the remaining target fluxes
are recycled as vibrational ground-state molecules to match the target molecular source between the metastable-resolved
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Population fraction in the vibrational H2 ground state as a function of temperature for plasma density n = 1 × 1019 m−3 (a),
n = 1 × 10 m (b), and n = 1 × 1021 m−3 (c) for varying cell side-length L. The vibrational equilibrium distribution Peq (v) is calculated by
the H2VIBR-Yacora setup, assuming local vibrational equilibrium

FIGURE 4
20

−3

F I G U R E 5 Target plasma density (left ordinate) and ion (- -) and electron (−) temperature (right ordinate) profiles as a function of the
upstream density predicted by the multi-fluid code UEDGE and used as background plasmas for the Eirene simulations

and metastable-unresolved Eirene setups. To compare the metastable-resolved and metastable-unresolved Eirene setups
without feedback between the neutral and plasma predictions, the Eirene simulations are not coupled to the fluid plasma
simulations.
The metastable-unresolved Eirene predictions show that the molecules do not reach Peq (v) along the flux tube before
being transported upstream and dissociated for the ne,u = 8.0 × 1018 m−3 simulation (Figure 6). The target fluxes are
recycled as ground-state H2 , which travel upstream before being vibrationally excited. As the vibrational equilibration
mean-free path is ∼2.5 cm, the vibrational distribution within ∼1 cm of the target is shifted towards the initial vibration
distribution, which is ground-state H2 only. Between 1 and 2 cm from the target, the Eirene-predicted vibrational distribution is shifted to higher vibrational state than Peq (v) due to non-local transport effects. The corresponding H2 densities
are reduced by 50 and 85% compared to the target, respectively, due to increasing temperature and dissociation source
strength. The temperature gradients result in molecular density two orders of magnitude lower than at the target 5 cm
upstream of the target. As a result of the exponentially decreasing molecular densities, the dissociation strength is leveraged towards the target vibrational population distribution, which is shifted to lower vibrational state compared to Peq (v),
resulting in a smaller dissociation sink. For decreasing ne,u , the target temperature increases, resulting in increasing
molecular dissociation and lower molecular densities, especially for ne,u < 5.4 × 1018 m−3 as Te,t > 5 eV (Figure 5). Thus, it
is expected that the significance of transport effects decreases with ne,u and differences in the molecular dissociation rates
and densities for ne,u ≲ 5.4 × 1018 m−3 are due to differences in the H2 depletion rates between the metastable-resolved
and metastable-unresolved Eirene model.
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F I G U R E 6 Poloidal profile of the population fraction in the vibrational H2 ground state (left ordinate) predicted by the
metastable-resolved Eirene setup (red) and Peq (v) as predicted by H2VIBR-Yacora (black) for ne,u = 8.0 × 1018 m−3 . Also shown is the electron
temperature (grey, right ordinate). The opacity of the Eirene-predicted vibrational distribution corresponds to the logarithmic ratio of H2
density to the target H2 density

F I G U R E 7 Effective dissociation sink for the metastable-unresolved (red) and metastable-resolved (black) Eirene setups as a function
of upstream electron density. The effective dissociation sink is taken as the integrated dissociation sink in the flux tube normalized to the
molecular content

The metastable-resolved Eirene model predicts a 30% decrease in the effective dissociation rate under sheath-limited
conditions, which increases to 50% under detached conditions, compared to the metastable-unresolved setup (Figure 7).
eff
Here, the effective dissociation sink is taken to be Sdiss
= ∫ (Sdiss ∕V)dV∕∫ nH2 dV, where the dissociation rate Sdiss is the
Eirene-predicted dissociation sink in s−1 and the integration is performed over the whole flux-tube. Under sheath-limited
conditions, the role of transport of metastable states is expected to be small due to target temperatures in excess of 5 eV
strongly dissociating all molecules regardless of their vibrational state (Figure 5). Thus, the observed 30% decrease in
the effective dissociation sink for the metastable-resolved setup compared to the metastable-unresolved setup is mainly
due to omission of relevant CR processes, which resulted in a decreased effective dissociation rate in transport-free
Eirene simulations (Figure 2). Under detached conditions, molecular densities and processes are significant and transport of vibrational states is expected to become relevant. This is observed as 50% lower effective dissociation rates for the
metastable-resolved setup compared to the metastable-unresolved setup predicted by Eirene for ne,u > 7 × 1018 m−3 . This
result is indicative of the role of transport of vibrational states being significant at the detachment onset, while being
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negligible under sheath- and conduction-limited conditions. However, the metastable-resolved reaction rates do not consider all CR processes included in the metastable-unresolved rates. Thus, the decrease in effective dissociation rate for
the metastable-unresolved model compared to the metastable-resolved model includes the net effect of both transport
of metastable, vibrational states, and the impact of CR processes. Subsequently, the impact of non-local transport effects
cannot be independently assessed using the reaction rates presently available in AMJUEL and H2VIBR.

4

CO N C LUSION S

A 30–50% decrease in the effective dissociation rate is observed in one-dimensional flux-tube simulations of pure hydrogen plasmas using a metastable-resolved Eirene setup, compared to when a metastable-unresolved setup was used. The
decrease is found to be caused by two mechanisms: (a) the available metastable-resolved H2VIBR rates do not consider off-diagonal vibrational transitions v → v ± N, N > 1 or depletion of hydrogen molecules due to electron excitation
and (b) non-local effects caused by transport of metastable vibrationally excited states. The difference in rates for the
metastable-resolved Eirene model is found to cause up to 65% decrease in the effective dissociation rates, dependent on
the local plasma temperature, compared to the metastable-unresolved setup in transport-free simulations. Thus, the simulations of the one-dimensional flux-tube includes the contribution of the differences between the metastable-resolved
and metastable-unresolved Eirene setups caused by CR processes and non-local transport effects. When accounting for
the differences in the reaction rates due to CR processes between the setups, non-local effects caused by transport are
expected to be relevant under detached conditions only. The metastable-resolved reaction rates available to the Eirene
simulations omit the aforementioned CR processes. As the two effects cannot presently be evaluated separately in Eirene,
it is not possible to conclusively determine to what degree transport of metastable, vibrationally excited states will impact
SOL plasma simulations.
The decreased dissociation rate predicted by the metastable-resolved Eirene setup compared to the
metastable-unresolved Eirene setup will result in fewer atomic and molecular particles. Consequently, the momentum
exhaust by plasma-neutral friction and radiative losses are reduced, as atoms are a more efficient radiator than molecules
at divertor-relevant conditions. Both effects are expected to decrease the degree of detachment, all other things equal,
supporting the findings of ref. [11]. However, the net effect when accounting for plasma-neutral interaction has not
been considered in this work and coupled plasma-neutral simulations should be performed to evaluate the role of this
plasma-neutral interaction.
The present metastable-resolved model could be extended by adding (ne , T)-resolved rates that include excited electronic states, or (VH2 , T)-dependent rates, which take the molecular energy into account, to the H2VIBR database.
However, the CR model used to produce the AMJUEL and H2VIBR rates has been phased out and is no longer available to
the community. To update the A&M data used by Eirene, the CR code, which represents the understanding of A&M data
and CR processes from the early 2000s, must be recommissioned and updated. In addition, the communication between
Eirene and the CR code via tabulated data or fits restricts the dimensions that can be resolved to two. Thus, the impact of
electronically excited states, resulting in a density-dependence, cannot be evaluated simultaneously as the impact of VH2
dependent rates or thermally unequilibrated ions and electrons.
Ideally, real-time communication between Eirene and a CR model, such as Yacora, should be implemented to enable
simultaneous evaluation of all relevant CR effects and transport. Such a coupling would allow for evaluation of thermally unequilibrated plasmas, simultaneous evaluation of electronically excited states and their VH2 -dependence, and
off-diagonal vibrational transitions. Real-time communication between Eirene and a CR code would enable consideration of processes that may be significant, such as vibrational re-distribution via electronically excited states and inclusion
of first-order data of electronic and vibrational transitions. In addition, true isotopologue effects could be considered
by including reaction rates for different isotopologues where available, rather than internally re-scaling the hydrogen
reaction rates as is presently done for simulations of isotopologues in Eirene.
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